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Improve patient outcomes by efficiently
matching more patients to targeted treatments
and clinical trials

Secure, customizable, easy-to-use interface
for the whole care team

Engage patients directly with interactive tools
to inform and empower them and their family
members 

Infinitely scalable comprehensive patient data
storage and integration

LifeOmic Oncology enables clinicians to design
individualized patient treatment plans by exploring 
data from EHRs, genetic tests, clinical trial databases,
wearable devices and patient-reported outcomes.
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Unlike most precision medicine solutions, LifeOmic Oncology empowers clinicians to broaden the
practice of precision health with automated patient engagement programs delivered in a mobile app
to improve health outcomes.

Powering Precision Health

https://lifeomic.com/


"We are committed to driving
the most innovative precision
health technology forward to
solve healthcare’s most
complex challenges."

About LifeOmic
Our cutting-edge technology helps power precision health for more than 5 million people. Our mission is
to equip providers, researchers, and health-focused enterprises in their pursuit of precision health care.
The LifeOmic Platform forms the technology backbone for managing complex health data and building
transformative products.
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Leverage our configurable
mobile app to deliver custom
educational content and 
digital treatment binders,
collect e-consent, surveys and
patient reported outcomes
and integrate wearables.

Overlay your sequencing reports
with clinical data from your EMR
and push recommendations and
notes back into your EMR-all in one
place.

HIPAA compliant, HITRUST
CSF Certified, GDPR
compliant and securely
collects data and converts
to FHIR standards.
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Built on data from clinicaltrials.gov,
search for personalized clinical trial
options for your patient or easily
identify and recruit patients to fill
trials in your network.

Understand the functional
impact of cancer mutations
with public/private databases
at your fingertips (dbSNP,
ClinVar, gnomAD, in-silico
predictors, JAX, TCGA)

Moderate molecular tumor
boards and deliver
personalized treatment
advice to other oncologists
within your institution. 
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